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Abstract: In the previous years, wireless sensor network (WSN) is captive with unbelievable change in technology. It
imply to monitoring, controlling, tracking and evaluating. On this paper, the researchers discussed Wireless Sensor
Network that focuses on security. The technology applied on this research paper includes measurement on latency
configuration on how to secure network. Wireless Sensor Network will be the future of communication and it plays the
vital rule of super internet in the future were all data are powered by wireless communication for transmission.
However, solutions on security especially on Wireless Sensor Network are very limited. This gap is the main target on
this research paper. It discusses on how to provide security on Wireless Sensor Network latency configuration. In this
research paper we present an experimental evaluation of Dynamic Resource Routing (DSR) and Self Selective Routing.
The research paper is very useful and helpful to all network designer and network administrator and generally to the
entire community. The researchers conduct the experiments within the cygwin and g-sense simulator.
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I. INTRODUCTION
According to the author of Publish Journal entitled
Wireless Sensor Network, The (WSN) wireless network
sensor is a adhock network that are separated by distance
elements and system configuration with protocol settings
[2],[3]. The nodes between devices play a vital role that
connects each one to communicate a certain volume of
nodes called as latency. When the nodes from one point of
devices is sent through another devices, the verification of
how the nodes was acquired while in the process of
sending remains the greatest key concepts of this research.
How could we determine that the nodes from devices
significantly sent without errors and what are the
approaches best applied from both devices points. While
the sensor nodes that transmit data based on the devices
output is with a mechanism of receiving and sending is
sufficient and efficient enough to thoroughly be identified
as secured. Between two devices the nodes passing and
communicating on each devices is going to stress of nodes
sender and nodes receiver.
Latency between the devices provides the best way on
understanding connectivity security of wireless sensor
network. All the latency approaches are possible avenue
that can provide clarity on how we can determine the
solution of securing the nodes between devices. Wireless
Sensor network share the same connection property like
computer network. The connectivity between computers to
another computer is the simplest example of how network
works. When typical network of computers connect with
each other, they are govern by different rules and policy.
On the other hand, the connection that appears and present
between the two devices on how and why they are
connected is empowered by occurrences of different
Copyright to IJARCCE

factors. One of the main factors is nodes latency
communication. Now on this research paper, the
researchers going to discuss several security issues
governing latency that govern networks. Sensor networks
are expected to play an essential role in the upcoming age
of pervasive computing [20]. Interference on nodes
between devices while in connection result to failure on
latency configuration. Failure of stabilizing the
configuration into normal state of connection latency when
sending devices and receiving device transmits nodes.
Inability of devices to develop latency security protocol
during the devices attempts to re-connect. Establish an
advance mechanism between connected devices when
connection are attempted to be interfered through means
of distance. Create minimum and maximum latency
volume that will stabilized the connection latency of a
devices which is connected to another device. Develop
security protocol for latency security to devices that
attempts to re-connect on other devices.
II. PRELIMINARY REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Wireless sensor networks introduce new security
challenges due to their dynamic topology, severe resource
constraints, and absence of a trusted infrastructure [1], [3].
In a typical WSN we see following network components:
Sensor motes (Field devices) Field devices are mounted in
the process and must be capable of routing packets on
behalf of other devices. In most cases they characterize or
control the process or process equipment. A router is a
special type of field device that does not have process
sensor or control equipment and as such does not interface
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with the process itself. [9]. Gateway or Access points A message corruption, (f) denial of service, or (g) traffic
Gateway enables communication between Host analysis [4]
application and field devices. Network manager A
Network Manager is responsible for configuration of the
network, scheduling communication between devices (i.e.,
configuring super frames), management of the routing
tables and monitoring and reporting the health of the
network. Security manager The Security Manager is
responsible for the generation, storage, and management
of keys. [15] International Journal of Next-Generation
Networks (IJNGN), Vol.1, No.1, December 2009. For
secure transmission of various types of information over
sensor networks, several cryptographic techniques are
used: symmetric key ciphers and asymmetric key ciphers.
The security of asymmetric cryptography depends on the
difficulty of a mathematical problem and the resulting
algorithm consumes considerably more energy than
symmetric key ciphers, which are constructed by
iteratively applying simple cryptographic operations [1].
Figure 2 Transmission Time Duration (Seconds)

Figure 1 Wireless Sensor Network Architecture
A sensor network is a special type of Adhoc network. So it
shares some common property as computer network.
There are usually several security requirements to protect
a network. Security Threats A threat is a circumstance or
event with the potential to adversely impact a system
through a security breach and the probability that an
attacker will exploit a particular vulnerability, causing
harm to a system asset is known as risk. There can be
many potential threats to WSNs, for example, power
drainage, physical tampering, extinction immediately up
on deployment due to the hostile environment or
deliberate attempts to subvert a node by breaching the
security. The categories of the threats could be (a) Passive
Information Gathering, (b) Subversion of node or Insertion
of a false node, (c) node malfunction, (d) node outage, (e)
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Figure 2 plots the energy functions with b 2, 8 for the long
and short range communication based on the above
analysis. In practice, b is typically set to positive integers
(indicated by circles in the figure), resulting in discrete
values of . It can be observed that the transmission energy
for the short-range communication eventually increases
after the transmission time exceeds 300 n Sec. intuitively;
it is more beneficial to explore the energy-latency
tradeoffs for the long range communication. However, we
demonstrate in Section VI that up to 60 energy savings can
still be achieved by our algorithms for the short-range
communication [12].
By relying on slightly different assumption, we define two
interesting problems, the k-traveling salesperson problem
with neighborhood (k-TSPN) and the krooted path cover
problem with neighborhood (k-PCPN). Since both
problems are NP-hard, we propose constant factor
approximation algorithms for them. Our simulation results
indicate our algorithms outperform their alternatives [7].
Although most, if not all, security threats against the
TCP/IP stack in a wired network are equally applicable to
an IP-based wireless network, the latter possesses a
number of additional vulnerabilities; wireless medium
unreliability, spectrum use, power management, security,
limited bandwidth, system complexity, routing, Interfacing
with wired networks and health concern make it more
challenging to secure[14],[22]. Each node performs some
sensing of a particular confined area, and sends the result
to a data collecting node (called sink) in a multi-hop
fashion, using other nodes as relays [8]. Packet loss that
occurs due to mobility of the sensor nodes is one of main
challenges in Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) and it
comes in parallel with energy consumption [5]. We focus
on data collection application in sensor networks and use
the term data mules to refer to such mobile devices from
now on [11]. Wireless sensor network (WSN) is a
heterogeneous system combining thousands to millions of
tiny, inexpensive sensor nodes with several distinguishing
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characteristics [4]. Both scheduling first and routing first
scheme have their disadvantages [1],[10]. A sensor node
integrates hardware and software for sensing, data
processing, and communication [21], [22].

desired output. These figures also illustrate the entire
Operation Framework undertaken on this research paper.
It was conducted simulation using the cygwin and g-sense
simulator.

Algorithm for Initial Route Construction
Testing and Simulation Data
Present an algorithm for initial time-dependent shortest
path route construction in duty-cycled WSNs, where the StopTime Nodes TerrainSize Source Size Interval
distances from all nodes to the sink node are initially
4
16
1200
24
128
4
infinite. The proposed algorithm, referred to as the FTSP
8
30
2400
24
256
4
algorithm, for Fast Time-Dependent Shortest Path
12
45
3600
24
512
4
algorithm, is inspired by the work infinite [9].
The table 1.0 Data
Latency Network Leak
These services leak some information about the network The table 1.0 represents the testing and simulation data
latency between the sender and one or more nodes in the used, Stop Time, Number of Nodes, Terrain size in
system. We present two attacks on low-latency anonymity Meters, Number of Source of Nodes, Packet Size and
schemes using this information. The first attack allows a Time Interval by seconds.
pair of colluding Web sites to predict, based on local
timing information and with no additional resources,
whether two connections from the same Tor exit node are
using the same circuit with high confidence. The second
attack requires more resources but allows a malicious Web
site to gain several bits of information about a client each
time he visits the site. We evaluate both attacks against
two low-latency anonymity protocols—the Tor network
and the Multi-Proxy proxy aggregator service—and
conclude that both are highly vulnerable to these attacks
[16].
Basic Security Schemes in WSN
To address the kernel security issues in WSNs, we talk
about cryptography and its applicability. Basically, the
major challenge for employing any efficient security
scheme in WSNs is created by the size of sensors,
consequently the processing power, memory and type of
tasks expected from the sensor nodes, as well as the
limited communication capacity [1]. Simulation studies,
we have performed a series of simulations to validate the
results concerning latency [8].
Figure 4 Ad-hoc distance Vector Routing

III. METHODOLOGY

Figure 4 presents the simulation parameters for Ad-hoc on
demand Distance vector routing. Stop Time is 4, Number
of nodes is 16, Terrain Size in Meters 1200, Number of
Source Nodes 23, Packet Size in Kilobyte 128 and Time
Interval in Seconds is 4.

Data Modeling

Process

Input

Output

Figure 3 Input Process Output
Figure 3 presents the Input and Process and Output. The
inputs are Stop Time, Number of Nodes, and Terrain Size
in Meters, Number of Source of Nodes, Packet Size and
Time Interval by Seconds. The process clearly defines the
application of appropriate algorithm to come-up with
Copyright to IJARCCE

Figure 5 presents the simulation parameters for Ad-hoc on
demand Distance vector routing. Stop Time is 4, Number
of nodes is 16, Terrain Size in Meters 1200, Number of
Source Nodes 24, Packet Size in Kilobyte 128 and Time
Interval in Seconds is 4 with graphical presentation of
position Y and X. The positions X represent the Distance
of Latency Travelling. The Graph also present success rate
of 20.5 for application layer, 0.69869 for network layer,
0.627737 Media Access Control Layer. The delay of
latency is 0.127 seconds with the average hop of 4.000.
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Figure 7 presents the simulation parameters for Dynamic
Source Routing Graph. Stop Time is 4, Number of nodes
is 16, Terrain Size in Meters 1200, Number of Source
Nodes 23, Packet Size in Kilobyte 128 and Time Interval
in Seconds is 4 with graphical presentation of position Y
and X. The positions X represent the Distance of Latency
Travelling. The Graph also present success rate of 20.5 for
application layer, 0.69869 for network layer, 0.627737
Media Access Control Layer. The delay of latency is 0.135
seconds with the average hop of 0.000.

Figure 5 Ad-hoc DVR Graph

Figure 8 Comparison Graphic of DSN and Ad-Hoc
demand Vector Routing
Figure 8 presents the simulation parameters for Dynamic
Source Routing Graph. Stop Time is 4, Number of nodes
is 16, Terrain Size in Meters 1200, Number of Source
Nodes 24, Packet Size in Kilobyte 128 and Time Interval
in Seconds is 4 with graphical presentation of position Y
and X. The positions X represent the Distance of Latency
Travelling. The Graph also present success rate of 7 for
application layer, 0.672131 for network layer, 0.538462
Media Access Control Layer. The delay of latency is 0.191
seconds with the average hop of 0.000 compared to
Figure 6 Dynamic Source Routing
Simple Flooding; success rate of 7 for application layer,
0.672131 for network layer, 0.538462 Media Access
Figure 6 presents the simulation parameters for Dynamic
Control Layer. The delay of latency is 0.180 seconds with
Source Routing. Stop Time is 4, Number of nodes is 16,
the average hop of 4.000.
Terrain Size in Meters 1200, Number of Source Nodes 23,
Packet Size in Kilobyte 128 and Time Interval in Seconds
is 4.

Figure 9 Comparison Nodes Result of DSN and Self
Selective Routing

Figure 7 Dynamic Source Routing Graph
Copyright to IJARCCE

Figure 9 presents the simulation parameters for Dynamic
Source Routing Graph. Stop Time is 4, Number of nodes
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is 16, Terrain Size in Meters 1200, Number of Source
V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Nodes 23, Packet Size in Kilobyte 128 and Time Interval
in Seconds is 4.
The researchers concluded based on the data simulated
that, the nodes are affected while being transmitted
especially with greater distance. The effects of distance to
latency configuration are a great factor that determined
lesser time delay. While connection between nearer hop is
much lesser in time delay, these conclude to put up a much
closer hop that connects the entire multiple nodes. The
simulation purposes are to create a real time scenario and
it was based on legitimate data.

Figure 10 Dynamic Source Routing Graph
Figure 10 presents the simulation parameters for Dynamic
Source Routing Graph. Stop Time is 8, Number of nodes
is 30, Terrain Size in Meters 2400, Number of Source
Nodes 24, Packet Size in Kilobyte 256 and Time Interval
in Seconds is 4 with graphical presentation of position Y
and X. The positions X represent the Distance of Latency
Travelling. The Graph also present success rate of infinity
for application layer, 0.757463 for network layer,
0.757463 Media Access Control Layer. The delay of
latency is zero (0) seconds with the average hop of (0).
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The research paper discusses the security implementation
on latency between nodes. It was routing configuration of
network, going to the next routing phase and to the next
hop. When the passing nodes go through with different
level of parameters, it was there that latency was
measured. The conclusion on measuring and anticipating
latency defines how long it will take to be transmitted
from separate devices. Comparing the different approach
on measuring latency gives us the best anticipation
solution. From Ad-hoc compared to Dynamic Source
Routing, the two different approaches give the same result
on Application layer, Media Access Control Layer and
Network Layer. The varying between the two are, the
packets delay on transmission and average hop between
devices. After several testing and simulation, we found out
that latency on network configuration is one of best
techniques on creating network security. Developed
scheme that connect to the nearest nodes from where the
existing connection nodes propagate. Select correct
methods for different nodes such as Application Layer,
Media Access Control and Network Layer. Present
different techniques on connecting nodes. Additionally,
Ad-hoc Routing, Dynamic Source Routing, Self Selective
Routing are possible approaches that was used to simulate
the data presented. Wireless sensor network is still
subjects to different security problem.
Copyright to IJARCCE

It is recommended to have further research on the
following topics: Time Delay interval that interferes on
connecting devices security. Cryptography on setting up
configuration for transmission and receiving. Establish
local network policies on security, it will govern the
entirety of users. Conduct researches on new network
security approaches and protocols.
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